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ABSTRACT 

Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) is a 4-repeat tauopathy movement disorder which can be imaged by 

the tau positron emission tomography (PET) tracer 18F-PI-2620. The in vivo diagnosis is currently 

established on clinical grounds and supported by midbrain atrophy estimation in structural magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI). Here, we investigate whether 18F-PI-2620 tau PET has the potential to improve 

the imaging diagnosis of PSP. 

Methods: In this multi-center observational study, dynamic (0-60min p.i.) 18F-PI-2620 PET and structural 

MRI data of 36 patients with PSP, 22 with PSP-Richardson’s syndrome (PSP-RS) and 14 with clinical 

phenotypes other than RS, i.e. variant PSP (vPSP), and those of 10 age-matched healthy controls (HCs) 

were analyzed. The PET data underwent kinetic modeling which resulted in distribution volume ratio (DVR) 

images. These and the MRI images were visually assessed by three blinded experts each for typical PSP 

signs. Furthermore, established midbrain atrophy parameters were measured in structural MRI, and 

regional DVRs in typical tau-in-PSP target regions in the PET data. 

Results: Visual assessments discriminated PSP patients and HCs with an accuracy of 63% for MRI, and 

80% for the combination of MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET. As compared to patients of the PSP-RS subgroup, 

those of the vPSP subgroup profited more in terms of sensitivity from the addition of the visual 18F-PI-2620 

PET to the visual MRI information (35% vs. 22%). In quantitative image evaluation, midbrain /pons area 

ratio and globus pallidus DVRs discriminated best between the PSP patients and HCs, with 

sensitivities/specificities of 83/90% for MRI, and 94/100% for the combination of MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET. 

The gain of sensitivity by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI data was more marked in clinically less-affected 

as compared to more-affected patients (37% vs. 19% for visual, and 16% vs. 12% for quantitative image 

evaluation). 

Conclusion: These results provide evidence for an improved imaging-based PSP diagnosis by adding 18F-

PI-2620 tau PET to structural MRI. This approach seems to be particularly promising at earlier disease 

stages and could be of value both for improving early clinical PSP diagnosis and for enriching PSP cohorts 

for trials of disease-modifying drugs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The clinicopathological syndrome of progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) which was initially described by 

Steele et al. (1) is a 4-repeat tauopathy movement disorder and is counted among the atypical parkinsonian 

disorders (2,3). Symptoms include ocular motor abnormalities, postural instability, akinesia and cognitive 

impairment among others. The disease leads to death within a mean duration of 6-8yrs after symptom onset 

(4,5). Age-adjusted prevalence was recently estimated in Europe at 8.8/100,000 patients and in Japan at 

17.3/100,000 patients (6,7). Compared to post-mortem histopathology as the diagnostic gold standard, the 

diagnostic accuracy of clinical assessment is limited due to overlap of symptoms with those of other 

neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, corticobasal degeneration and frontotemporal 

dementia (8-10). As a consequence, according to current PSP diagnostic criteria, clinical testing can be 

supplemented by imaging-based biomarkers. These include structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 

18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) and dopamine D2/D3 receptor imaging 

(10). The typical PSP signs in structural MRI are related to midbrain atrophy and include the hummingbird 

sign, the morning glory sign and the Mickey Mouse sign (11-14). MR morphometry of the midbrain and 

related structures also serves this purpose (15-19). Midbrain atrophy in PSP is believed to be a late-stage 

consequence of preceding molecular processes. Therefore, molecular biomarkers of tau pathology are 

expected to be more sensitive than structural MRI in supporting the PSP diagnosis. However, molecular 

biomarkers of tau pathology in PSP are still missing (20). We recently showed that 18F-PI-2620, a PET 

tracer with high affinity to aggregated tau, is able to provide valuable diagnostic information in PSP patients 

(21). Thus, it was the aim of this follow-up evaluation to investigate how the diagnostic potential of 18F-PI-

2620 PET relates to that of midbrain MRI, the current in vivo imaging standard in PSP. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study was an add-on project of the multi-center observational study of the German Imaging 

Initiative for Tauopathies investigating the potential of 18F-PI-2620 tau PET imaging in PSP, the main results 

of which were recently published elsewhere (21). Patients with probable or possible PSP according to 

current diagnosis criteria (10) were included, together with healthy controls (HCs). The data analysis was 

approved by the local Ethics Committee of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich (17-569 & 19-022). 

All participants provided written informed consent prior to participating in this study. This study was 

registered at the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS00016920). 

The brain MRIs were acquired either on a 3T hybrid PET/MRI system (Biograph mMR, Siemens, 

Germany, n=16) or on stand-alone 1.5 or 3T MR systems (n=30). In this study, standard structural T1-

weighted MR images were analyzed, either as single 3-D or multiple sequences in different planes. These 

included 3-D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo sequences, 3-D magnetization-prepared 2 rapid 

acquisition gradient echo sequences, 3-D fast spoiled gradient-echo sequences, ultrashort echo-time 

enhanced sequences, turbo field echo sequences. The MR images were visually evaluated by three 

experienced neuroradiologists (K.-T. H., C. S., B. S. R.). They were blinded to the subject subgroup 

allocation and the other reader scores. The readers scored for the presence/absence of the established 

midbrain atrophy signs: the hummingbird sign pointing to rostral midbrain atrophy in mid-sagittal MRI, the 

Mickey Mouse sign describing the reduced midbrain diameter with relative preservation of tectum and 

cerebral peduncles in axial MRI, and the morning glory sign pointing to the concavity of the lateral margin 

of the tegmentum of the midbrain also in axial MRI (11-13). For that purpose, the individual MRIs were 

presented to the readers as NIfTI files using the Papaya online medical research image viewer 

(https://github.com/rii-mango/Papaya). They were judged as positive for PSP in case of ≥1 of the above 

signs rated positive. To allow determining the intra-reader reliability, the MRIs of a randomly chosen and 

remixed subset of 8 PSP patients/HCs (representing ~20% [8/46] of the study cohort) were re-evaluated 

three months after the initial read. In addition to the visual analysis, midbrain atrophy was determined 

quantitatively in the MR images by measuring the following established parameters in the Hybrid Viewer 

PDR version 5.1.0 software on an image analysis workstation (Hermes Medical Solutions, Stockholm, 

Sweden): The midbrain diameter, the midbrain area, the midbrain/pons area ratio, and the MR parkinsonism 
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index (MRPI=pons/midbrain area ratio x middle cerebellar peduncle/ superior cerebellar peduncle diameter 

ratio) (22). 

18F-PI-2620 tau PET image acquisition and processing was described in detail elsewhere (21). In 

short, PET imaging was carried out dynamically 0-60min p.i. of ~300MBq on hybrid PET/MRI or PET/CT 

systems. Voxel-based distribution volume ratios (DVRs) were determined in PMOD (version 3.9, PMOD 

Inc., Zurich, Switzerland) employing the multilinear reference tissue model 2 with the cerebellum (excluding 

the dentate nucleus and the central cerebellar white matter as well as the superior and the posterior 

cerebellar layers) as reference region (23). As with the MRI data, the resulting parametric DVR maps were 

analyzed visually and quantitatively. Visual evaluation was performed by three experienced nuclear 

physicians (T. v. E., M. B., H. B.) who were blinded to the subject subgroup allocation and the other reader 

scores. This was accomplished on the basis of a previously described scoring system (21). Here, the 

presence/absence of a PSP-typical binding pattern involving the putamen, the subthalamic nucleus, the 

globus pallidus, the substantia nigra and the dentate nucleus was evaluated which led to a binary (tau-

positive or -negative) categorization of each individual PET scan (21). The DVR images of the same 

randomly chosen and remixed subset of 8 PSP patients/HCs whose MRIs were re-evaluated were re-

evaluated three months after the initial read. In addition to the visual PET evaluation, regional DVRs were 

obtained via volume of interest analysis for the same tau-in-PSP target regions as analyzed visually (21). 

Statistical testing was carried out on SPSS (version 25.0, IBM, Armonk, USA). For the visual image 

analysis, inter-rater agreement was calculated using Fleiss’ Kappa, and intra-rater agreement using the 

percentage of accordance. For the quantitative image data, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve 

analyses were carried out. Spearman correlation coefficients r were calculated between the demographic, 

clinical, and imaging parameters determining false discovery rates to correct for random associations. P 

values less than 0.05 were considered significant. 
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RESULTS 

Demographics 

From the original study cohort (21), structural brain MRI obtained within 6 months of performing the 

18F-PI-2620 tau PET imaging was available in 36 patients (71±8yrs old, 16 female) with probable or possible 

PSP and in 10 age-matched healthy controls (HCs; 67±7yrs old, 8 female). For the PSP patients, disease 

duration, defined as the time between symptom onset and PET imaging, was 3.3±2.6yrs. PSP Rating Scale 

scores were 31±13, and functional ability Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living Scale scores were 

60±19. The PSP group consisted of 22 patients with PSP-Richardson’s syndrome (PSP-RS) and of 14 

patients with clinical phenotypes other than RS, i.e. variant PSP (vPSP; PSP-corticobasal syndrome (n=7), 

PSP-parkinsonism (n=3), PSP-frontal (n=3) and PSP-speech/language (n=1)). 

 

Visual Image Evaluation 

The results of the visual MR image evaluation by the three blinded neuroradiologists are given in 

TABLE 1. While 100% [10/10] specificity in the discrimination between PSP patients and HCs was achieved, 

sensitivity of the MRI majority read was 53% (19/36; accuracy=63%). Inter-reader agreement Fleiss’ kappa 

equalled 0.76 for the MRI read, while intra-MRI reader agreement rates ranged from 88 to 100% (7/8 to 

8/8). The results of the visual 18F-PI-2620 PET image evaluation by the three blinded nuclear physicians 

are likewise given in TABLE 1. The 18F-PI-2620 PET majority read achieved a sensitivity of 75% (27/36), 

and a specificity of 80% (8/10; accuracy=76%). Inter-reader agreement Fleiss’ kappa equalled 0.59 for the 

18F-PI-2620 PET read, while intra-18F-PI-2620 PET reader agreement rates again ranged from 88 to 100% 

(7/8 to 8/8). FIGURE 1 shows MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET images of a typical PSP patient and a typical HC 

illustrating that it was well possible to spot the respective PSP signs by the readers on an individual level. 

Of interest, combining the majority MRI and majority 18F-PI-2620 PET read results in such a way that ≥1 

modality that was positive made the brain positive for PSP resulted in a sensitivity of 81% (29/36) and a 

specificity of 80% (8/10; accuracy=80%; TABLE 1). In the vPSP patients, visual MRI analysis was less 

sensitive as compared to the PSP-RS patients. This was while the sensitivity of the visual 18F-PI-2620 PET 

analysis did not differ between both subgroups. This led to the vPSP patients profiting more in terms of 
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sensitivity from the addition of the visual 18F-PI-2620 PET to the visual MRI information as compared to the 

PSP-RS patients (35% vs. 22%; Suppl. TABLE 1). 

 

Quantitative Image Evaluation 

The results of the ROC curve analyses for the different quantitative MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET 

parameters and the resulting diagnostic quality parameters in discriminating PSP patients from HCs are 

provided in TABLE 2. While, for the MRI parameters, the midbrain/pons area ratio revealed to have highest 

discriminative power, this was the case for the globus pallidus DVRs in case of the 18F-PI-2620 PET 

parameters. To investigate the main study question of whether the 18F-PI-2620 PET information can 

enhance the ability of in vivo imaging to diagnose PSP, we combined the above two parameters towards a 

Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index. This was accomplished by calculating the ratios between 18F-PI-2620 PET 

globus pallidus DVRs and MRI midbrain/pons area ratios. Of interest, this Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index 

achieved a higher Cohen’s d effect size (2.06; FIGURE 2), and a higher AUCROC (0.98; FIGURE 3) as 

compared to the MRI midbrain/pons area ratio alone (1.96 and 0.93). The sensitivity/specificity of the Tau-

PET-MRI-in-PSP index in discrimination PSP patients from HCs were 94 and 100% (34/36 and 10/10; 

accuracy 96%), while those of the MRI midbrain/pons area ratio were 83 and 90% (30/36 and 9/10; accuracy 

85%). No differences (after correction for multiple comparisons) were found for the MRI and 18F-PI-2620 

PET parameters between the PSP-RS and vPSP subgroup. In the vPSP subgroup, quantitative 18F-PI-

2620 PET data analysis was less sensitive as compared to the PSP-RS subgroup. Apart from that, the 

quantitative image analysis results did not relevantly differ in both subgroups (Suppl. TABLE 2). 

 

Association Between Imaging and Demographic/Clinical Data 

The associations between the demographic/clinical, quantitative MRI, and quantitative 18F-PI-2620 

PET parameters are provided in FIGURE 4. The PSP Rating Scale and Schwab and England Activities of 

Daily Living Scale scores were correlated with different MRI parameters and the PSP Rating Scale scores 

were also correlated with the Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP indices. No correlation with any imaging parameter was 

found for disease duration. There were a number of inter-correlations amongst the different MRI, 18F-PI-
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2620 PET, and 18F-PI-2620 PET+MRI (Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index) parameters (FIGURE 4). The 

respective results for the two PSP subgroups are provided in the Suppl. FIGURE 1. Interestingly, a number 

of the above-described inter-correlations between different imaging readouts were not observed when 

investigating the vPSP subgroup (Suppl. FIGURE 1). 

We were also interested in the question of whether and to what degree the diagnostic potentials of 

MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET depend on the disease stage. To investigate this feature, we built two PSP 

patient subgroups according to their PSP Rating Scale scores applying a mean value-split, i.e. applying the 

mean value of our PSP patient cohort of 31 as separation threshold. Here, the gain of sensitivity by adding 

18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was more pronounced in the PSP Rating Scale score <31 subgroup (n=19; 53% 

vPSP) as compared to the PSP Rating Scale score ≥31 subgroup (n=16; 25% vPSP), and for the PSP 

Rating Scale score <31 subgroup more pronounced for the visual as compared to the quantitative image 

analysis FIGURE 5. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study, we found that 18F-PI-2620 tau PET improves the imaging-based diagnosis of PSP. 

Specifically, we focussed on answering the question if 18F-PI-2620 tau PET has an additional value in terms 

of imaging-based PSP diagnosis when combined with structural MRI information. The combination of both 

imaging readouts led to higher sensitivity in the discrimination between PSP patients and HCs for both visual 

and quantitative assessment, and to a higher specificity for the quantitative image analysis. Of interest, the 

gain of sensitivity by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was more marked in clinically less-affected as 

compared to more-affected patients.  

Currently, structural MRI represents the best-validated PSP biomarker (24). Our results for the 

visual evaluation of structural MRI for the discrimination of PSP and HCs (sensitivity=53% [19/36] and 

specificity=100% [10/10]) are comparable to those of previous investigations which showed sensitivities in 

the range of 48 to 85% combined with high specificities of 80 to 100% (13,25,26). Markedly higher diagnostic 

accuracy was only seen in structural MRI studies with smaller sample sizes, i.e. in less than 10 patients 

each (11,27). According to our ROC curve analysis, the midbrain/pons area ratio was the best structural 

MRI discriminator between PSP patients and HCs.This finding is likewise in accordance with previously 

reported findings (15,18,28-36).  

This present study is the first that investigated the diagnostic potential of a second-generation tau 

PET tracer when added to structural MRI to diagnose PSP. For the first-generation tau PET tracers like 

18F-AV-1451 and 18F-THK5351, it was reported that they can differentiate PSP patients from HCs (37-42). 

A drawback related to most of these tracers is that relevant portions of them do not bind to aggregated tau 

(off-target binding, for instance to monoamine oxidase-B) (42). As such, the effect sizes achieved with these 

tracers in PSP vs. HC discrimination are believed to be related to a combined tau pathology and 

neuroinflammation effect. It is desirable to obtain a specific tau readout by PET imaging, especially in 

applications for differential diagnosis, disease progression and therapy monitoring. 18F-PI-2620, the PET 

tracer used in this project, has high in vitro affinity to recombinant 4R tau fibrils and PSP brain homogenate 

as well as absent off-target binding to monoamine oxidases (43). As we have also recently shown, 18F-PI-

2620 PET is able to discriminate between PSP patients and HCs in vivo with high accuracy. Of note, the 

sensitivity was higher in our previous study for the PSP-RS subgroup as compared to the vPSP patients. 
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We were able to replicate these finding in our currently investigated subpopulation of subjects for whom 

structural brain MRI data were available. The elevated 18F-PI-2620 binding in the globus pallidus of the 

PSP patients as compared to the HCs is in line with earlier studies with the first-generation tau PET tracers 

18F-AV-1451 and 18F-THK5351 (21,37,38,44,45). Other recent studies evaluated the second-generation 

tau PET tracer 18F-PM-PBB3 and reported on a sensitivity of 85 to 94% and a specificity of 92 to 100% in 

the discrimination between PSP patients and HCs for SUVRs in typical tau-in-PSP regions (46,47). 

Altogether, our and the recent 18F-PM-PBB3 study results underline the great potential of tau PET imaging 

as biomarker of PSP.  

In our study cohort, a number of quantitative MRI parameters and the newly proposed Tau-PET-

MRI-in-PSP index, but not the sole quantitative 18F-PI-2620 PET parameters correlated with the severity 

of clinical symptoms. Of note, this constellation differed between PSP-RS and vPSP patients. However, our 

results are in line with those of a longitudinal head-to-head comparison in PSP patients between MRI and 

18F-AV-1451 PET revealing progressing midbrain atrophy, but no significant correlations between 18F-AV-

1451 binding and changes in the PSP Rating Scale scores in a time period of 12 months (48). Other previous 

tau PET studies using 18F-PI-2620, 18F-AV-145, 18F-THK5351 and 18F-PM-PBB3 investigating this 

feature showed inconsistent results (21,37,38,45,47,49). Moreover, until now there is only limited autopsy 

data in PSP showing tau deposition as a function of disease duration (50). Therefore, longitudinal studies 

investigating the value of 18F-PI-2620 PET as adjunct to structural MRI, potentially also employing the 

newly proposed tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index, as a disease progression biomarker in PSP and as an 

instrument for monitoring the effect of anti-tau treatments are needed. Importantly, the potential of 18F-PI-

2620 PET to improve early PSP diagnosis, as implicated by the present study, deserves further clinical 

testing. 

In our study we found that the sensitivity gain by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was pronounced 

in clinically less-affected as compared to more-affected patients. This effect was evident both for visual and 

quantitative image evaluation. This result fits the widely accepted disease model that PSP is a primary 

tauopathy, with atrophy being a consequence of tau pathology (8). Thus, 18F-PI-2620 PET seems to have 

particular value as a biomarker for early PSP detection, i.e. in PSP patients in whom neurodegeneration 

has not yet progressed far enough to be visible as macroscopic atrophy. Thus, assuming replication of these 
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results in prospective studies, 18F-PI-2620 PET appears to be a promising candidate, particularly for 

improved screening of PSP patients for drug-testing trials. 

As a study limitation, we cannot exclude that, due to the observational character of this present 

study, the results of the MRI examination influenced patient inclusion. MRI is regularly employed in those 

patients at the time-point of initial establishment of the diagnosis. This is primarily done to exclude other 

pathologies, like vascular lesions, tumors or inflammatory disorders. It cannot be excluded that, at least in 

a number of patients, the presence of midbrain atrophy was likewise evaluated on previous MRIs in our 

patients, and was considered as supporting evidence when establishing the clinical diagnosis. This would 

introduce a bias in favor of the MRI accuracy in our study. Only a prospective clinical study solely based on 

clinical criteria as PSP patient inclusion criterion, or - ideally - a histopathology confirmation study would be 

able to provide respective bias-free evidence. Another limitation relates to the limited inter-rater 

reproducibility of the 18F-PI-2620 PET read and the use of majority decision (aggregating the results of the 

three readers each) rules to each the MRI and+ PET reads. Both points impact the prediction of how a 18F-

PI-2620 PET read will perform in future clinical praxis when, likely, be performed by only one reader. An 

optimized reader training which is already under development by our group seems to be necessary to solve 

this matter, also to tackle the current (less-pronounced as compared to the win of sensitivity) loss of 

specificity by the addition of the visual PET to the visual MRI information.  
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CONCLUSION 

Regardless, taken together, our study demonstrates that 18F-PI-2620 PET has, when added to 

structural MRI, the potential to improve the imaging-based diagnosis of PSP, especially at early disease 

stages. This finding supports the notion of 18F-PI-2620 tau PET representing a valuable biomarker in PSP, 

both for clinical applications and drug testing. 
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KEY POINTS 

Question 

Does 18F-PI-2620 tau PET improve the imaging diagnosis of PSP especially when compared to structural 

MRI information? 

Pertinent Findings 

The combination of 18F-PI-2620 tau PET with structural MRI led to higher sensitivity in the discrimination 

between PSP patients and HCs for both visual and quantitative assessment, and to a higher specificity for 

the quantitative image analysis. Of interest, the gain of sensitivity by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was 

more marked in clinically less-affected as compared to more-affected patients. 

Implications for Patient Care 

18F-PI-2620 PET appears to be a valuable biomarker in PSP and could be of value both for improving early 

clinical PSP diagnosis and for enriching PSP cohorts for trials of disease-modifying drugs. 
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TABLE 1 

Visual image data evaluation 

 Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Accuracy [%] 

      MRI Reader 1 61 (22/36) 100 (10/10) 70 

      MRI Reader 2 47 (17/36) 100 (10/10) 59 

      MRI Reader 3 56 (20/36) 100 (10/10) 65 

MRI Majority read 53 (19/36) 100 (10/10) 63 

      18F-PI-2620 PET Reader 1 86 (31/36) 40 (4/10) 76 

      18F-PI-2620 PET Reader 2 72 (26/36) 90 (9/10) 76 

      18F-PI-2620 PET Reader 3 69 (25/36) 90 (9/10) 74 

18F-PI-2620 PET Majority read 75 (27/36) 80 (8/10) 76 

18F-PI-2620 PET+MRI 81 (29/36) 80 (8/10) 80 

For the combination of 18F-PI-2620 PET and MRI, ≥1 abnormal parameter that was positive made the brain 
positive for progressive supranuclear palsy 
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TABLE 2 

Quantitative image data analysis 

 PSP 
patients 

Healthy 
controls 

p  
(t test) 

Cohen’s 
d 

AUCROC 

MRI - MB diameter [mm] 15.2±1.9 16.4±1.4 n.s. 0.74 0.70 

MRI - MB area [mm2] 108.8±32.5 165.5±23.9 <0.0001 1.99 0.92 

MRI - MB/pons area ratio 0.19±0.04 0.28±0.05 <0.0001 1.96 0.93 

MRI - MRPI 15.6±5.7 9.2±1.5 0.001 1.54 0.92 

18F-PI-2620 PET - GP DVR 1.16±0.11 0.99±0.06 <0.0001 1.91 0.91 

18F-PI-2620 PET - PUT DVR 1.19±0.11 1.02±0.06 <0.0001 1.89 0.90 

18F-PI-2620 PET - STN DVR 1.20±0.09 1.04±0.09 <0.0001 1.73 0.91 

18F-PI-2620 PET - SN DVR 1.17±0.10 1.10±0.07 n.s. 0.78 0.71 

18F-PI-2620 PET - DN DVR 1.13±0.05 1.06±0.04 0.0001 1.67 0.88 

Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index 6.29±1.77 3.57±0.58 <0.0001 2.06 0.98 

*Values are mean ± standard deviation. PSP=Progressive supranuclear palsy; AUCROC=Area under the 
receiver operator characteristic curve; MB=Midbrain; MRPI=MR parkinsonism index; GP=Globus pallidus; 
DVR=Distribution volume ratio; PUT=Putamen; STN=Subthalamic nucleus; SN=Substantia nigra; 
DN=Dentate nucleus; Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index=18F-PI-2620 PET GP DVR * MRI MB/pons area ratio-1.
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FIGURE 1 

Axial 18F-PI-2620 tau PET and sagittal T1-weighted 3-D magnetization-prepared 2 rapid acquisition 

gradient echo structural MRI of a patient with clinical diagnosis of progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) 

and of a healthy control (HC) subject. Pathological 18F-PI-2620 binding in the globus pallidus (filled arrow), 

in the striatum, and in the subthalamic nucleus in the PSP patient. Hummingbird sign (open arrow) due to 

atrophy of the rostral midbrain in the structural MRI of the PSP patient. No pathological 18F-PI-2620 binding 

and normal appearance of the midbrain in the HC. 
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FIGURE 2 

Scatter plots for the MRI (midbrain/pons area ratio) parameter which discriminated best between patients 

with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and healthy controls, and for the Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP 

index=18F-PI-2620 PET globus pallidus distribution volume ratio * MRI midbrain/pons area ratio-1. 

 

FIGURE 3 

Receiver operator characteristic curves for the MRI (midbrain/pons area ratio) and 18F-PI-2620 PET (globus 

pallidus distribution volume ratio) parameters which discriminated best for each technique between patients 

with progressive supranuclear palsy and healthy controls, together with that for the Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP 

index=18F-PI-2620 PET globus pallidus distribution volume ratio * MRI midbrain/pons area ratio-1.  
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FIGURE 4 

Association between age, disease duration, disease severity, structural MRI, and 18F-PI-2620 tau PET 

parameters in patients with progressive supranuclear palsy. Values are correlation coefficients r. Significant 

correlations (p<0.05 after false discovery rate correction) are colorized according to the color scale (right). 

DN=Dentate nucleus; DVR=Distribution volume ratio; GP=Globus pallidus; DVR=Distribution volume ratio; 

GPE=Globus pallidus externus; GPI=Globus pallidus internus; MB=Midbrain; MRPI=MR parkinsonism 

index; PSPRS=Progressive supranuclear palsy Rating Scale; PUT=Putamen; SEADL=Schwab and 

England Activities of Daily Living Scale; SN=Substantia nigra; STN=Subthalamic nucleus; Tau-PET-MRI-

in-PSP index=18F-PI-2620 PET GP DVR * MRI MB/pons area ratio-1. 
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FIGURE 5 

Sensitivities and specificities for the discrimination between progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) patients 

and heathy controls by means of MRI, 18F-PI-2620 PET, and the combination of both techniques for two 

disease severity subgroups of PSP patients separated by the PSP Rating Scale score of 31 (mean value of 

the entire PSP population). Results for visual and quantitative image analyses. For the combination of both 

modalities (18F-PI-2620 PET+MRI), ≥1 abnormal parameter that was positive made the brain positive for 

progressive supranuclear palsy. Most-pronounced gain of sensitivity by the addition of the 18F-PI-2620 PET 

to the MRI information for the visual image analysis of the PSP Rating Scale score <31 subgroup.  
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18F-PI-2620 Tau PET Improves the Imaging Diagnosis of Progressive Supranuclear Palsy  

 - Supplementary Material -  

Supp. TABLE 1 

Visual image data evaluation in PSP subgroups 

 PSP-RS  vPSP  

 Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Accuracy [%] Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Accuracy [%] 

MRI 64 100 75 36 100 63 

[18F]PI-2620 
PET 

77 80 78 71 80 75 

[18F]PI-2620 
PET+MRI 

86 80 84 71 80 75 

* The majority read results of the visual evaluation of the MRI and [18F]PI-2620 PET data by three blinded readers each are presented. 

†For the combination of both modalities ([18F]PI-2620 PET+MRI), ≥1 abnormal parameter was rendering the brain positive for progressive supranuclear 

palsy (PSP).  

‡PSP-RS=PSP with Richardson’s syndrome; vPSP=PSP with clinical phenotypes other than RS, i.e. variant PSP. 
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Suppl. TABLE 2 

Quantitative image data analysis in PSP subgroups 

 PSP-RS  vPSP  

 Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Accuracy [%] Sensitivity [%] Specificity [%] Accuracy [%] 

MRI 82 90 84 86 90 88 

[18F]PI-2620 
PET 

91 100 94 64 100 79 

Tau-PET-
MRI-in-PSP 
Index 

95 100 97 93 100 96 

*MRI data are midbrain/pons area ratios, and [18F]PI-2620 PET data are globus pallidus distribution volume ratios.  

†To obtain the Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index, the ratio between the [18F]PI-2620 PET globus pallidus distribution volume ratio and the MRI midbrain/pons 

area ratio was determined.  

‡PSP-RS=PSP with Richardson’s syndrome; vPSP=PSP with clinical phenotypes other than RS, i.e. variant PSP.  
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Suppl. FIGURE 1 

Association between age, disease duration, disease severity, structural MRI, and [18F]PI-2620 tau PET parameters in progressive supranuclear palsy 

subgroups with PSP-RS and with vPSP. Values are correlation coefficients r. Significant correlations (p<0.05 after false discovery rate correction) are 

colorized according to the color scale (right). DN=Dentate nucleus; DVR=Distribution volume ratio; DVR=Distribution volume ratio; GP=Globus pallidus; 

GPE=Globus pallidus externus; GPI=Globus pallidus internus; MB=Midbrain; MRPI=MR Parkinsonism index; PSP-RS=PSP with Richardson’s 
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syndrome; PSPRS=Progressive supranuclear palsy Rating Scale; PUT=Putamen; SEADL=Schwab and England Activities of Daily Living Scale; 

SN=Substantia nigra; STN=Subthalamic nucleus; Tau-PET-MRI-in-PSP index=[18F]PI-2620 PET GP DVR * MRI MB/pons area ratio-1; vPSP=PSP with 

clinical phenotypes other than RS, i.e. variant PSP. 
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